Society of Petroleum Engineers
Application for Outstanding Section Young
Professional (YP) Committee
The Outstanding Section YP Committee application is not intended to be a duplication of the
items indicated in the section annual report or a list of all activities that the YP committee has
completed. Instead, list the most prominent event or initiative in each category, emphasizing those
programs, events, or circumstances that were new or changed during the past year. The selection
committee will contact you if additional information is needed.
To be considered for this award, the section YP committee chairperson must
1. Fill out this form by typing into the fields. Your responses are limited in length to 1000 characters
per question.
2. Send the form to the section chair for submission with the section’s annual report by 1 June.
Section Name:

SPE-Saudi Arabian Section

Year the YP Committee started:

2010

Current number of YP members in the section: 984
Number of events organized for the year by the YP Committee: 34
1. How does your YP Committee promote technical excellence? Provide the best example.
The YP Committee promoted technical excellence by offering a variety of venues tailored to develop YP's technical strength and soft
skills. This was achieved by conducting more than 25 technical courses, workshops, and technical visits focusing in enhancing the
technical background of YP's and exposing them to new technologies in the oil and gas industry. Also, the YP committee launched the
2011 Young Professionals Technical symposium with a theme "Unleash Your Talents to Shape the World's Energy" where 30 technical
papers were presented by Young professionals. The symposium's program offered 5 technical courses and a newly developed
workshop called "Young Professionals Workshop" with a theme "Innovation and Development: Keys of Success." The symposium
opening ceremony was attended by more than 400 Young professionals from around the gulf area and lasted for 3 days, over the
course of which, more than 900 YPs attended its different sessions, courses, etc.

2. How does your YP Committee keep in contact with and engage your members?
Engagement of YP members was achieved through the YP committee which has more than 45 members distributed among seven
teams: publicity, courses and workshops, field trips and students outreach, GCC YP paper contest, YP assessment team, social
activities, and 2011 YP Technical symposium teams. Each of these teams has clear objectives and plans to execute. The following
highlights some of the different teams’ objectives & deliverables. The publicity team keeps the YPs informed of our activities and
ensures their involvement and participation. The courses and workshops team focuses on offering technical and soft skills courses. On
average, this team had offered 3-4 courses per month to our YPs. The technical trips team has been very active in engaging YPs in
technical trips to rigs, plants, refineries, etc. A new team was formed this year called YP assessment team which introduced a new form
of communication with YPs. This team conducted workshops and surveys to probe the YPs challenges and offered ways to overcome
them. A full report was issued to management of the different companies to highlight YPs developmental needs and constraints based
on the feedback from the survey and one to one discussions.
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3. Did your YP committee organize any soft skills events? Yes
If yes, please describe the most successful one.
Several soft skills workshops were conducted by the YP committee. These include Seven habits of highly healthy people, Learn about
yourself workshop, develop your soft skills workshop, and challenge paradigm-make impact. The most successful one was conducted in
February, 2011 titled "Develop Your Soft Skills Workshop". The workshop was attended by more than 25 YPs, where the participants
were trained on how to write effective E-mails, letters, reports, and how to communicate effectively at work. The workshop presented the
SWOT Analysis: Discover your Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities & Threats to guide them make the right decisions with respect to
their developmental needs. The workshop also addressed environmental Motivations & Innovation and self development channels
through open discussion. The feedback from attendees was overwhelming and the course was requested by two SPE-SAS sponsoring
companies to be offered to their young employees.

4. How is your YP committee involved with your section’s board? How do YP members
participate in section activities?
The YP committee is strongly represented in the Board by the Vice-chairperson of Young Professionals & Students Outreach.
Throughout the year, the YP committee has been heavily involved in many of the section’s activities. In fact, some of the section officers
are YPs serving in the sub teams of the YP committee. The YP committee contributed significantly as organizers of many of the section
events including the 2011 SPE SAS/DGS Annual Technical Symposium & Exhibition, social activities, publicity activities, electronics
media, and others. This has led to strong communication and interaction between the section members and YPs as well as provided an
ideal channel for experience exchange and knowledge transfer. I can proudly say that YPs have been key champions in many of the
successful events in the section.

5. Did your YP committee organize any student related activities?
Ex: Ambassador Lecture visits, Bridge Events or any other event organised for students to
introduce them to the industry and SPE. Yes
If yes, please list and briefly describe these.
The YP committee opened two new SPE chapters at King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST) and Prince
Mohammed University (PMU). The YP committee visited both new chapters to introduce SPE and share with them the section’s
programs and activities.
Throughout the year, the YP committee also conducted several ambassador lecturer visits; 12 visits to high schools and 4 to
universities. College students were always invited to the section’s social activities, field trips, courses & workshops, and YP symposium.
In fact, the YP committee reserved a number of slots (in each of the section’s activities) to encourage participation of students from each
of the SPE-SAS affiliated universities.
As part of the section’s initiative to give back to the community, the YP committee organized an event called “Your Future Career” where
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The number of YP membership increased significantly from the past year. The number increased from 615 (May 2010) to 984 (May
2011) representing 60% increase in YP membership level. This major increase in the YP membership is attributed to the YP recruitment
activities as well as the section’s value-adding events which has attracted many YPs to join.
Of a particular interest this year is that the YP committee had reached out to a new category of YPs from a new sector of the industry;
Saudi Arabia's Ministry of Petroleum & Minerals. The YP committee met with officials of the ministry and presented to their YPs the
value of joining SPE. More than 50 of the Ministry’s YPs joined SPE as a result of this initiative.

7. Please list and briefly describe any new or unique activities organised by your YP
committee in the past year.
The YP committee organized an event called “Your Future Career” where more than 550 male and female students from 70 high
schools across the Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia gathered to know more about the different technical & non-technical disciplines
that can help support the oil & gas industry. The event lasted for the entire day, where more than 19 presentations were delivered by
SPE-SAS subject matter experts in the different disciplines. Other than the educational presentation, there was a special inspirational
session delivered by an expert to encourage and inspire the students to achieve their objectives and strive for better future of their
country. Please see annual report for more details.
The committee also conducted a new workshop called "Young Professional Workshop" with the theme “Innovation & Development:
Keys of Success.” The workshop was designed to equip young professionals with the right tools to be innovative through lectures and
innovation activity exercises. Three discussion sessions were held during the workshop to discuss challenges facing young
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8. Please describe the most significant challenge experienced by your YP committee in
the past year. How did you address it?
Challenges in the past year were many as we were going for the largest ever number of events organized by YPs as well as the new
initiatives that required special preparation. Every event came with its unique challenges; however, the YP committee and its sub teams
were determined to overcome all challenges. At the end, all obstacles were cleared and all plans were nicely delivered. This was
achieved through continuous motivation to the team members, positive feedback, and support.

9. In which ways do the YP members of your section stay involved in SPE International
activities? Ex: SPE Conferences, ATWs, YP Workshops, TWA, etc.
YP members of our section were heavily involved in SPE International events and activities. These include chairing and attending the
different YP workshops planned in the region, such as Kuwait Workshop, where more than10 members of our YPs were involved. In
addition, the YP committee will soon be departing to Oman to participate in the second GCC paper contest.
YPs of our section have played instrumental roles (as committee members of two major YP events) alongside the delayed 2011 MEOS
and were able to secure sponsorships to these events. Furthermore, YPs from SPE-SAS section have contributed significantly this year
by being technical reviewers as we as publishers of the upcoming SPE ATCE in Denver. The YP committee has already sent two
articles to the TWA to be published by September, 2011.

10. Did your YP committee organize any community outreach activities? Yes
If yes, please describe the most successful one.
Please refer to the "Your Future Career" event listed above and to the Annual Report for more details about that specific event.

11. How does your YP committee collaborate with other YP committees?
We have established communication with Qatar YP committee where visits plans were discussed. Also, we have been very closely
communicating with Kuwait and Oman YP committees. We discussed plans and exchanged ideas to support each other. To increase
the communication, the YP committee has invited all Petroleum Engineers students in the gulf area to attend the 2011 YP Technical
Symposium. The committee was pleased to see many of them attend and participate.

If you have any questions about how to complete this form, please contact:
Melissa A. Schultea
Telephone: +44.207.299.3300
Email: mschultea@spe.org
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